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ABSTRACT

Experimental measurements of the diffuse X-ray scattering intensity

vere performed on alloys of . Hi vith Rh and Os. The atomic short-range

order (SRO) parameters a^ and the size-effect parameters P. were calculated

from these measurements. It is established that SRO and size-effeet exist in

Ifi-Rh and Ni-Os alloys analogously as in a few other alloys of Ni vith the

elements of group VIII of the periodic table. The experinental data was inter-

preted theoretically by calculating the Interaction energies from the pseudo-

potentials and the effective valencies of the Individual components of the

systems studied. It was found that theoretically calculated values of the inter-

action energies for these alloys are inconsistent with the experimentally

determined sign of the SRO parameter.
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One of the important problems of condensed matter physics is the study

of the factors which may influence the physical properties of the materials. It

is now established that the existence of SRO in disordered solid solutions amply

influences the physical properties of the alloys. Due to the lack of some reaso-

nably adequate theoretical framework which could predict the state of SRO, espe-

cially in alloys of transition metals, this phenomenon could b.e studied in
.only

the past using laborious x-rays or neutron diffraction method. However, in the

last few years the electronic theory of SRO based upon pseudopotential approxima-

tion [l] has met with some success to predict correctly the ordering in

alloyB of transition metal of group VIII with Nickel. Therefore it encouraged

us to investigate experimentally as well as theoretically the SRO in a few more

solid solutions of Nickel with the elements of group VIII of the periodic table,

for instance, iih and Os . Thus, here in this paper not only do we establish

SBO in Ni-Rh and Ni-Os solid solutions, but check the validity of the theo-

retical framework by comparing the theoretical results to those experimentally

obtained.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The diffuse scattering measurements were carried out in polycrystalline

samples using the experinental method for alloy preparation and the techniques

involved in the diffuse scattering measurements explained in [£]. The heat treat-

ments of the samples up to 600°C were carried out in vacuum and subsequently the

samples vere annealed in diffusion oil.

The order dependent diffuse scattering intensity was determined by

subtracting the parasiting contributionsfrom the measured total intensity and

then was put upon an absolute scale (electron unit per atom) by calibrating the

intensity using standard g.uartz sample. The SRO dependent diffuse inten-

sity may be given as:

«"*r total \ <*'«• \ + '*"T.T>S+|_B.S
+ (1)

where
Jorder * tlle ^ n t e n si' t T diffracted by local order

the total measured intensity

Compton scattering



I . air scattering

™ thermal diffuse scattering
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In _ „ = non-ooherent double Bragg scattering

I f = fundamental scattering at Bragg angles.

The parasitic contributions in the SRO dependent diffuse x-ray scatte-

ring were calculated using the method given in [ 3]. The Debye temperatures were

taken from [4] and the diffuse intensity due to the thermal vibrations of the

atoms was calculated as proposed in [5,6]v

The SRO diffuse intensity from the metallic solid solutions is expressed

•Order -i
(2)

where X , f are the fraction and scattering power of atom A . Similarly,

Xg and fg axe for the atom B ; C^ are the number of atoms in the 1 t h shell;

N is the number of atoms irradiated; K-,» hjr sin 6-A ', r. is the distance
J J I

between an atom in the i*h shell and origin; a. is the SRO parameter for atoms in

in the i t n shell and ĝ  is the size-effect coefficient for atoms of the i t Q

shell.

From the measured values of ^(K.) one attains the SRO parameters

using the method of least-squares analysis to fit the experimental points with

the equation (2). Here we choose only the best set of experimental points which

are not close ot the fundamental lines.

'3. EESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

a) Ni - Hh

The SRO dependent diffuse intensity from the three samples of Hi - Hh

system (i.e, Hi - 20 at % Hh, Ni - 38 at % Rh and Hi - 50 at % Eh) is shown in

fig. 1 as a function of scattering angle 2 8. Here in this figure we have not

shown the diffuse scattering intensity below the fundamental lines 111 and 200

of the FCC phase of the HI - Eh alloy. The appearance of the sharp maxima at

the superstructural position 110 and 100 for the FCC ordsr phase are due to the

existence of partial order of the Hi and Rh atoms in this system.

We can also see an increase in the diffuse scattering intensity in the

region of 100 and 110 as the concentration of Rh atoms in Hi - Hh system increases

fraa 38 at % Rh to 50 at % Ha. However the general behaviour of three curves

for all. the three sanples is almost identical.

Itt, order to find out the values of the SEO parameters ai, 02, 013 and

aQ and the sile-effect parameters 61 and B2 f r o m (2) we have used those expe-

rimental points which gave us the best set of these parameters and are given in table 1.

The recalculated intensity using these parameters best correlated with the expe-

rimentally measured.

We can see from table 1. that the values of ai for all the three

samples of Hi - Rh system are negative. This sjiows that the preferable arrange-

ment of the atoms at the first coordination shell is due to the neighbouring of

the atone of different kinds in Hi - Rh alloys. The value of 01 for Ni -50 at

% Kh is found out to be. twice larger than the value of this parameter for the

other two samples. Whereas the values of a and the type of ordering (i.e.,

the spectrum of o- for different coordination shells) in Ni - 20 at % Rh and

Hi - 50 at % Kh are identical and are different from their values for Ni - 33 at

% Hh. This may be due to the slight deviation of the diffuse scattering maximum

to the superdtructural line 100 (L 1 2 type) for Hi - £0 at % Eh and Ni - 50 at

% Kh. The diffuse scattering maximum from Hi - 38 at % Rh is found sharply

localized in the regions between 100 and 110 superstructural phase. The

absolute values of g. are alBo found out to be relatively large and hence

predict a strong static distortion of the lattice of the Hi - Rh system.

The values of the interaction energies VfR^) for Ni - Rh system were

calculated using the theoretical framework proposed in Ll]. The Animalu's tran-

sition metal model potential [Tj and the effective valencies were the input

parameters of the calculations. The dependence of the interaction energies V(n^)

as a. function of interatomic distance R for the three concentrations of Ni - Eh

system a r e shown in fig. 2. The arrows R and IU indicate the first and the

second nearest neighbour positions for the three alloys. It is seen from this

figure that the values of interaction energies VtR-^ for all the three concentra-

tions of Hi - Rh system are positive for the first nearest neighbours and these

are negative for the second nearest neighbours. This fact is in agreement with

the experimentally found negative sign of «! and positive sign of <>2 for all

these alloys. Hence the electronic theory of SRO based upon pseudopotential
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approximation, though not very well based for transition metal alloys, predicts

the correct Bign of the interaeiton energies for the first two coordination shells

of Hi - Rh system.

b. Hi - Os System

The diffuse scattering intensity from Hi - Os solid solution in its FCC

single phase was measured from Ni - 1.5 at % Os sample. The dependence of SRO

dependent diffuse scattering intensity from the plastically deformed and annealed

at 600 C sample is shown in Tig. 3 as a function of the scattering angle 20, It
for the two .capes are

is seen from this figure that the diffuse maxima / situated at the angle 9

which is k -6 less than the angle for the possible superstructural maximum 100

of the FCC phase. However ,a second maximum is also seen in the region of the

second superstructural line 110 of the FCC phase. We also show on this figure

the superstructural lines for the HCP phase of the type Mg and Mg3Cd calculated with

the periods corresponding to the HCP phase of the Ni - Os alloy. It may be seen that

actually the first maximum is situated at the first possible superstruetural

reflection of the HCP phase. In the region of superstructural reflection Oil of

MgaCd type we do not observe a clear maximum. However,the second maximum is

situated at the superstructural line 110 of the HCP phase. Thus, although we

did not observe any of the fundamental reflection belonging to HCP phase on the

diffractogram of Hi- 1.5 at % Os, the mutual arrangement of the atoms in the

partially ordered regions of the solid solution has an ordering character of the

HCP phase. It may be explained due to the appearance of Suauki atmosphere in

the alloy in which the SRO is very strong. Thus, we conclude from the distribu-

tion of diffuse scattering intensity from Hi - 1,5 at % 0a that the local

ordering of the atoms in this alloy, too, is due to neighbouring of atoms of

different kinds.

For Hi - 1.5 at % 0a sample againwe choose only those experimental

points which yielded the best set of the values of the SRO parameters a;, a2, «3

and a and size-effect parameter Bi . The values of these parameters in the FCC
o

ordered-and KCF ordered phases are shown in table II.

We see from this table that the values of ai in the two ordered phases

are negative and exceed to their limiting value laj0 | = IC»/CBI for this

alloy. This nay be said that in this alloy the submicroregion rich with

Os atoms are formed and, therefore, the SBO is very strong. This type of SRO

is usually termed as local order and have been determined in many other systems:

Ni - IT, Hi - Ta, Au - Pd, Pd - W, Ni - AI [8-13J. The value of the size-effect

parameter $1 in this system, too, has a relatively large value and speaks about

the existence of a strong static lattice distortion in the alloy.

The interaction energy VIE) for this alloy was also calculated in the

pgeudopotential framework and its value for the first

coordination shell was determined. This value of VtlL) was equal to

+ U,3 * 10 a.u. Although theory predicted the correct sign of the interaction

energy for the first coordination shell /explaining the ordering of the atoms of

different kind experimentally found in this alloy, this value predicts at the
.fonaation of

same time the existence of Long-range Order (LBO) or the /internet alia c compound

in this system. However, it is known experimentally that LEO or the intermetallie

compounds do not exist in this system even in the staichiometric composition.

1*. COHCLUSIQNS

i) It is found that SHO and size-effect exi'st in Hi - Rh and Ni - Os

solid solutions and that the value of the SEO parameter a j < 0 for both the

system

ii) In Ni - 1.5 at % Os the absolute value of ai exceeds its limiting

value. It may be concluded that some submicroregion rich with Os atoms are

formed in this alloy and hence the degree of SRO is very strong in Ni - 1.5 at

* 0 s .

iii) Although calculations based upon pseudopotential approximation

predicted the correct sign of the SRO parameters, the values of the interaction

energies were extremely large. This may be due to the fact that in our calcula-

tion we did not account for the amacb sizes of the individual atom.
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Table I

The values of the SRO and size-effect parameter for the annealed at

600°C samples of Ni - Hh system.

a2

<»3

ao

Bl

Ni - 20 at % Hh

- 0.04

0.05

0.00

0.21

- 0.11

- 0.01

Hi - 38 at % Eh

- O.Ol*

0.20

- 0.01

0.09

- O.OU

0.00

Hi - 50 at % Sh

- 0.08

0.16

0.00

0.21

0.06

0.05

The values of th« SBQ *aa size-effect parameters for the anjwaled at

600°C for 10 bonx* Si - 1.5 at J Oa sample in ICC 4m& BCP phases.

Hi - 1.5 at.% OS
(FCC Phase)

al

-0.0? -0.18

a3

-0.09

ao

0.13

Bl

0.03

Hi - 1.5 at.* 05
(HOP Phase)

al

-0.03

a2-3-4

-0.02

a5

0.2

ao

0.12

31

0.03
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

(K,}. f oi" Hi-20v'38:and 5Q-at>£-
J

The diffuse scattering- Intensity

J

Rh as a function-Of scattering angle 2©. The arrovs 100 and 110

indicate the superstructural liiie-s for the FCC. ordered phase.

Fig. 3

The dependence of the interaction energies V( E ) for Ni-Hh system

is shown as a function of the interatomic distance.

-.- Ni - 20 at.* Rh.

-x- Hi - 38 at.* Eh.

-A- Hi - 50 at.jS Rh.

The arrows fi. and R indicate the first and second nearest neighbour

distances for the three samples of Nl-Rh Bystem.

The ordered diffuse scattering for tfi-Os is shown as a function of

scattering angle 26. The position of the FCC and HCP ordered phases

superstructure are shown by arrows.
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